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ACHIEVERS
DREAM DIGEST
A Bi-Monthly Newsletter for Parents

An #ADDigest
Debut Special:
Check out the special
promotion that we
have stored inside this
issue for you!

HELLO
PARENTS!
What's inside:

Most Common Reasons for
why Students fail Chemistry
An Interview with Jerald Lie,
Principal Tutor
Tour our in-house Chemistry
Laboratory

At Achievers Dream, empowering our students to excel
in Chemistry in the fastest and easiest way possible is
our first and foremost priority. After specializing in the
subject for more than a decade, we have discovered
and honed many effective teaching methods that have
resulted in distinctions and happy parents/students.
As we reach our 7th year in helping students achieve
their dream results, we are launching Achievers Dream
Digest - a platform where we can share our
methodologies, teaching values, exclusive interviews
with teachers/students, center updates and results
with our Parents. Most of all, you will be able to get
insight into what goes on behind the team that made
all this possible.
We hope you enjoy the first issue of Achievers Dream
Digest!

WHY DO
STUDENTS FAIL
CHEMISTRY?
1. WEAK
FOUNDATION

2. WRONG
STUDYING METHOD

3. LACK OF EXAM
SMART STRATEGIES

Unlike other subjects where
topics are usually unrelated
to each other, each
Chemistry topic is linked to
the next and built upon
each other. It's like
dominoes - if you fail to
understand one topic, you
will struggle with the rest!

Cramping and committing
information to futile memory
is not the way to score. Our
'Customised Accelerated
Foundation Method™' is
a step-by-step method for
students to learn 'O'/'A' level
Chemistry effectively and
systematically.

Our proprietary studying
materials contain precise
answering techniques that
Cambridge markers are
looking out for. With these
notes, students can save at
least save 30 hours of
revision!

WE HAVE PROVEN RESULTS THAT
WILL HELP YOUR CHILD.

2019 AD RESULTS:

44%
distinction

90.2%

98%

The historical
national distinction
rate is only 20.5%.

of our students scored
either A1, A2 or B3 in
their GCE A & O Levels
examination.

of our students have
jumped 3 grades or
more.

rate

AN INTERVIEW
WITH
MR. JERALD LIE
Achievers Dream's Founder &
Principal Tutor
With more than a decade of experience in the
Chemistry tuition industry and an author of the local
best-selling book titled "The Secrets of High Achievers
In Exams", Mr. Lie heads the curriculum at ACHIEVERS
DREAM. In the span of his career, he has consistently
produced 9 out of 10 students with a 'A' or 'B' in their
'O'/'A' Level Examinations. In this interview feature,
we speak with him on his journey to AD and his
motivations for teaching.

Q: Have you always been good at
Chemistry, even as a student?
A: When I was in P6, I was at the bottom
of my class, barely passing Science and
ended up doing badly for my PSLE. My
confidence and interest level for
Science as a subject dropped
tremendously thereafter - I continued to
be stuck with borderline results, even
failing some tests. As I graduated to
higher levels of education, I found that
the basic concepts I had in Chemistry
became more confusing. Re-reading
notes and re-doing assessment books
became pointless because no matter
how hard I tried, I just couldn’t pass
Chemistry.

Q: What changed?
A: I began to realize that building the
right foundation was crucial. After
discovering a faster way to learn
chemistry, I saw tremendous
improvement in this subject! The
improvement was so drastic that it
caught the attention of my chemistry
teacher - soon Chemistry became my
favourite and best subject - the rest was
history.
Q: What motivated you to start AD, and
what keeps you passionate about
teaching?
A: I remember going to a Chemistry
tuition center to seek help, but
eventually getting rejected because I
didn't make the mark (I failed their entry
test). At that point, it was so frustrating
and discouraging because I couldn't
even find someone who would help me!
Since starting my own center, I have
resolved to not just take in good
students, but also the struggling ones.
And I want to share my story with
students and teachers alike - that you
may not start out great academically,
but as long as you don't give out, life is
going to turn out just fine!

If someone like me can do it,
I hope I give you hope that
you can do it too. God bless!

DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO
NEEDS HELP WITH CHEMISTRY?
Show them this article and
recommend them to us! For the
first 5 recommendations, 100%
of material fee will be waived!

AD'S IN-HOUSE
CHEMISTRY
LABORATORY
A quick tour in our very own Laboratory & why
Practicals are not an aspect of the subject you
should take lightly!

(1)
FULLY-EQUIPPED
1100 SQ-FT LAB

(2)
DON'T MESS
WITH 20%

(3)
PRACTICE
MAKES PERFECT

(4)
ACTIVE
LEARNING

Did you know that AD
is the FIRST & ONLY in
SG that is equipped
with a chemistry lab
with a qualified lab
technician to maintain
the chemicals and
ensure the lab is safe
for students' learning?

Did you know that
Practical is 20% of the
ENTIRE ‘O’ & ‘A’ Level
Chemistry Syllabus?
Doing well in
Practicals means
securing more of this
20% that will help in
the final grading!

Many students think
that the exposure
they get in school is
sufficient to obtain a
decent grade. This is
not true! At AD, we
take time to train
students to master
their Practical skills.

Instead of only
focusing on the
theory aspect of
Chemistry, we want
to make learning
interactive and fun,
so students can learn
how to apply
Chemistry concepts
in real life.

W e a re
o a N EA
H a za rd o usa ls
Su b st a nc e s
P e rm H o ld e r!
Th is m e a nsit th
at we can
le g a ll y p ur c ha
a nd / o r us esea,nyst o re
ha za rd o us su b
c o nt ro ll e d un dst a nc e
e r th e
En vi ro nm e nt
a nd M a na gaelmP ro te c ti o n
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va lu e th e sa fe tya us e w e
st ud e nt s in o ur o f o ur
la b s!

